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A method is proposed for generating synthetic mammograms based upon simulations of breast
tissue and the mammographic imaging process. A computer breast model has been designed with a
realistic distribution of large and medium scale tissue structures. Parameters controlling the size and
placement of simulated structures 共adipose compartments and ducts兲 provide a method for consistently modeling images of the same simulated breast with modified position or acquisition parameters. The mammographic imaging process is simulated using a compression model and a model of
the x-ray image acquisition process. The compression model estimates breast deformation using
tissue elasticity parameters found in the literature and clinical force values. The synthetic mammograms were generated by a mammogram acquisition model using a monoenergetic parallel beam
approximation applied to the synthetically compressed breast phantom. © 2002 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. 关DOI: 10.1118/1.1501143兴
Key words: mammography simulation, 3D, breast tissue, mammographic compression, x-ray
image acquisition
I. INTRODUCTION
Visibility of breast lesions in mammography is compromised
by overlapping projections of normal anatomic structures
that generate a background texture, which can mask existing
abnormalities or introduce false ones. Several authors1–3
have shown that these parenchymal patterns are often the
limiting factor in detection tasks. A 3D simulation of mammography is proposed to provide insight into the formation
of such patterns. The simulation allows one to analyze the
correlation between the 3D composition of the breast and its
2D mammographic appearance. By identifying the dominant
anatomical structures found in an average breast, this model
can help analyze the deformation of those structures during
the exam and their appearance in mammograms. A 3D mammography simulation can also serve as a complement to experiments with respect to positioning, compression, and acquisition. Optimization of imaging parameters 共such as
compression angle and force, x-ray tube kVp and mAs, etc.兲
cannot be achieved by repeatedly imaging the same patient,
due to concerns about the radiation dose. Such simulations
can also be useful in training medical personnel by demonstrating the effects of technique selection on image quality or
by determining 3D lesion position from two or more projections. Finally, a 3D breast model can provide a theoretical
framework for testing new breast imaging modalities. Many
new modalities are being developed today, including
stereoscopy,4 – 6 tomosynthesis,7 and 3D image reconstruction,8 which are expected to provide more diagnostic
information about normal and abnormal tissue structure. It is
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essential in the development of such systems to have a tool
that can be used to test the visibility of breast structures and
help select optimal views for 3D reconstruction, since the
number of views is limited by the amount of radiation received.
Historically, mammography simulation started with the
design of the first mathematical breast models for computing
the dose received by a patient during an examination using
Monte Carlo simulation of x-ray interactions.9 These simulations have used fairly crude models of breast anatomy,
lacking internal structures. More recent analytical models of
mammographic image acquisition have related the average
values of the incident x-ray flux, linear attenuation coefficients of breast tissue, and the film density or pixel digital
values in the obtained mammograms.10
There are two approaches to modeling the image content
of mammograms. In a 2D approach, mammograms are modeled based upon the analysis of spatial correlation between
image pixel values, using various random field methods.11–13
Such models can match some of the statistical properties of
real mammograms, but they cannot reveal the relationship
between the 3D structures of the breast, nor they can consistently produce images of the same breast with modified position or acquisition parameters.
In this paper we propose a second approach, whereby
mammograms are modeled by projection of simulated 3D
anatomic structures, based upon the size and the distribution
of large and medium scale tissue regions found in the breast.
It is our hypothesis that the distribution of the 2D structures
seen in mammograms reflects the distribution of the 3D tis-
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FIG. 1. Components of a system for mammography simulation. The flowchart shows the order 共top-to-bottom兲 in which the model components are
simulated.

sue structures of the breast. Thus, the background texture in
the synthetic mammograms so generated, should have similar properties to those found in clinical images.
Positioning and compression significantly affect the appearance of mammograms. Until recently14 –16 there were no
models of breast deformation, due to the complex anatomy
of the different types of interwoven breast tissue, whose mechanical properties are difficult to analyze. We have approximated breast compression by separate deformations of tissue
layers positioned normal to the compression plates.
The objective of this work is to generate synthetic mammograms. A method for achieving this goal is described in
Sec. II, while the results of the simulation are shown in Sec.
III. An accompanying paper details an analysis of the quality
of the model.17
II. MAMMOGRAPHY SIMULATION
The proposed mammography simulation consists of three
major components: a 3D software breast phantom, a compression model, and an x-ray image acquisition model 共see
Fig. 1兲. The breast phantom is a software tissue model containing two ellipsoidal regions of large scale tissue elements:
predominantly adipose tissue 共AT兲 and predominantly fibroglandular tissue 共FGT兲. The internal tissue structures of these
regions, namely the adipose compartments and the breast
ductal network, are approximated by realistically distributed
medium scale phantom elements: shells, blobs, and the simulated ductal tree. The compression model is based upon tissue elasticity properties and a breast deformation model. Deformation is simulated separately for tissue slices 共or layers兲
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002

FIG. 2. Anatomic structures of the breast included in the tissue model. 共a兲
Large scale regions seen in MRI images as predominantly adipose tissue
region, AT 共bright兲, and predominantly fibroglandular region, FGT 共dark
surrounded by the AT兲. 共b兲 Subgross 共thick兲 histologic slice showing large
scale regions: AT and FGT, and medium scale tissue structures: compartments surrounded by Cooper’s ligaments in the AT and small adipose cavities and ducts within the FGT. 共Subgross breast histology image provided
courtesy of Dr. R. D. Cardiff.兲

positioned normal to the compression plates. Each slice is
approximated by a beam composed of two different tissues.
Deformed slices are stacked to produce a model of the compressed breast. The mammogram acquisition model was
adopted from the literature,10 assuming monoenergetic x rays
and a parallel beam geometry without scatter. Presently, the
synthetic mammograms are generated with a spatial resolution of 200 m/pixel because the current model version does
not include fine tissue details. This resolution is comparable
to the resolution of digitized mammograms in the Mini
MIAS database 共obtained by averaging 4⫻4 pixels in the
original MIAS database18兲.
A. Software breast phantom

1. Modeling large scale tissue regions
Figure 2 illustrates the types of anatomic structures of the
breast which are included in the breast phantom. Figure 2共a兲
is an MRI breast section, showing the shape and position of
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FIG. 4. Examples of different tissue distributions in real breasts, illustrated
with clinical mammograms from the MIAS database. The amount of adipose
tissue affects the size and visibility of compartments seen in the AT and FGT
regions.

FIG. 3. Orthogonal sections of the uncompressed breast model. Parameters
without subscripts correspond to the semi-axes of the ellipsoidal approximation of the breast outline; superscripts A and P correspond to the anterior and
posterior border of the FGT model region, respectively.

The interiors of the shells and blobs have the elastic and
x-ray attenuation properties of adipose tissue. As a first approximation, the adipose compartments are represented by
spheres. The size of the spheres can vary to allow for normal
breast anatomic variations.
Figure 3 shows two orthogonal cross sections of a breast
tissue phantom. Simulated regions of predominantly adipose
and predominantly fibroglandular tissue are seen, together
with the spherical approximation of adipose compartments in
those regions. Note that the size of the simulated compartments in the AT and FGT regions differ. The size of the
adipose compartments varies in different women, depending
upon the amount of adipose tissue in the breast, as seen in

the large scale tissue regions. The MRI shows the predominantly fibroglandular tissue, appearing as a dark region in the
central part of the breast, and the predominantly adipose tissue, a brighter region surrounding the fibroglandular tissue.
Internal structures of these tissue regions are less clearly visible, due to the relatively low MRI resolution of approximately 1 mm/pixel. Figure 2共b兲 shows a subgross histologic
slice of the breast, obtained after mastectomy. The predominantly fibroglandular region in the slice is represented by a
darker image region in the center, surrounded by brighter,
predominantly adipose tissue. Adipose tissue is organized
into round compartments, formed by fibrous Cooper’s ligaments. The FGT region also contains adipose compartments,
but they are smaller in size than the compartments in the AT
region. Analysis of subgross histologic slices of the breast
and the corresponding mammograms showed that projections of these compartments dominantly contribute to the
formation of parenchymal patterns. Therefore, simulated adipose compartments were included as medium scale breast
model elements.

2. Modeling adipose tissue compartments
The adipose compartments are approximated by thin
shells in the AT region and small blobs in the FGT region.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002

FIG. 5. Sections of breast models with different sized tissue elements labeled
according to Table I as: 共a兲 ‘‘Small,’’ 共b兲 ‘‘Medium,’’ and 共c兲 ‘‘Large.’’
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sen for modeling the ducts since it offers the least constrained branching pattern.19 The ductal model consists of 15
lobes and each lobe is simulated by a different random binary tree. Different trees are generated by using different
random number generator seeds. A simulated ductal network
is shown in Fig. 6. For clarity, only 5 out of 15 lobes are
visible.
B. Mammographic compression model

The mammographic compression simulation is based
upon a deformation model including realistic tissue elasticity
properties. Elasticity parameters of the tissue found in the
literature vary significantly.20–22 One of the reasons for these
variations is that the experiments for determining the elastic
properties have been performed using small samples taken
from a particular tissue type 共e.g., adipose, fibroglandular, or
cancerous兲. However, the breast is comprised of a complicated admixture of different tissues which affect the elastic
behavior of the whole organ.
The parameters most often used for description of elastic
properties are the Young’s linear elasticity modulus, E, and
the Poisson’s ratio,  , defined by
FIG. 6. Examples of computer generated ductal lobes. 共a兲 A simulated mammogram with five duct lobes. For the purpose of this illustration, other
medium scale image elements have been suppressed. 共b兲 Two views of the
same simulated ductal network, used to generate image in 共a兲. 共The letter
‘‘N’’ indicates position of the nipple.兲

Fig. 4. Adipose compartments are more easily identified in a
histologic slice than in a mammogram, since the latter image
contains the superimposed projections of many tissue layers.
Simulations of breasts with different sized adipose compartments are illustrated in Fig. 5. The procedure for generating
simulated tissue compartments starts by filling the 3D breast
phantom with compartments of the largest selected size until
they start to intersect each other. The compartment size is
then reduced and the procedure continued until the smallest
selected size has been reached.

3. Modeling breast ductal network
To achieve a sufficiently realistic tissue phantom it is also
necessary to model the breast ductal network. Ducts can be
visualized by galactography, a clinical x-ray imaging procedure whereby the ducts are enhanced by injection of a contrast agent. The breast ductal system consists of about 15–20
ductal lobes, each corresponding to a major duct branching
from the nipple into a network of smaller ducts. In galactograms, usually a single lobe is enhanced. Larger ducts are
more visible than the smaller ones, since they attenuate more
x rays.
The main focus of our model is on the pattern of duct
branching. This pattern can be expressed by a ramification
matrix, representing probabilities of branching at different
levels of a tree structure.19 There are no previous reports in
the literature on analyzing the breast ductal network by ramification matrices. The class of random binary trees was choMedical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002
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The Young’s modulus relates the strain, ⑀ , as a measure of
deformation 共i.e., the fractional change in length ⌬l/l) and
the stress,  共the force F applied to the surface area A of the
deformed object兲. The Poisson ratio,  , is equal to the ratio
of transverse contraction, ⌬w, to the elongation, ⌬l, of a
deformed bar. It is usually assumed that human tissue can be
approximated as an incompressible material, whose volume
does not change during deformation.20 For incompressible
materials  ⬇0.5.
The other elasticity moduli used to describe the behavior
of material are the bulk modulus, K, and shear modulus, G,
which can be expressed using the values of E and  :
K⫽

E
,
3 共 1⫺2  兲

G⫽

E
.
2 共 1⫹  兲

共2兲

There is a relationship between the bulk elasticity modulus,
K, material density,  , and the speed of sound through the
material, v , given by
v ⬇ 冑K/  .

共3兲

In the compression model, the elasticity parameter values of
adipose and fibroglandular tissues were computed using the
values of ultrasound velocity through various tissues found
in the literature.23
The Mammography Quality Standards Act24 regulates the
minimum and maximum breast compression to be used in
mammography. In general, the mammography technician
will apply the maximum force tolerated by the patient to
achieve optimum quality mammograms. Sullivan et al.25 reported a statistical analysis of the compression force and
compressed breast thickness, measured during 560 exams.
Simulated force values were selected to address these considerations.
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FIG. 7. Separate deformation of breast model slices. Illustrated are the steps of rectangular slice approximation, deformation of the approximated slice, and generation of the final shape of the deformed slice. These
steps are followed by stacking all deformed slices together to generate the compressed breast shape 共not
shown兲.

There are very few published results about deformation of
breast tissue structures during mammography. One reason is
that it is hard to provide 3D visualization of such deformations. Clinically available 3D breast imaging techniques, ultrasound and MRI, have lower resolution and poorer quality
than mammography. In addition, both methods use much less
compression and are not applicable for analyzing tissue deformation during mammography. In our compression model,
tissue deformation is estimated in two phases. First, the large
scale model elements, the AT and FGT regions, are deformed
to determine the shape of the compressed breast. Second, the
medium scale model elements are deformed by transforming
the shells and spheres into ellipsoids. After compression and
x-ray image acquisition, the medium scale elements appear
as elliptical structures in synthetic mammograms corresponding to the oval shaped lucencies seen in real mammograms.
The compression of large scale model elements is simulated in the form of separate deformations of the breast tissue
slices, positioned normal to the compression plates. In this
paper, the medio-lateral oblique 共MLO兲 mammographic view
is modeled since it provides visualization of more breast tissue than other views.26 Moreover, in a number of countries,
e.g., UK, the Netherlands, and Sweden, it is the only view
obtained by breast screening.27 Compression for other views,
e.g., cranio-caudal 共CC兲, can be simulated by a modification
of the described model. In the case of MLO compression,
tissue slices are positioned normal to the MLO view plane.
In this case, a slice appears as a semiellipse, and the FGT
portion of the slice appears as the intersection of two semiellipses, as shown in Fig. 3. Slice thickness corresponds to the
model resolution specified at the beginning of the simulation.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002

Deformation of each slice is computed in three steps. First, a
rectangular slice approximation is computed. Second, slice
deformations are estimated using a composite beam model.
Third, the compressed slice shape is computed from the deformed rectangular approximation. Compressed slices are
stacked together to form the compressed breast model shape.
A detailed description of the processing steps is given in the
following.

1. Rectangular slice approximation
A slice of the breast model is replaced by its rectangular
approximation. The whole slice region and its FGT portion
are approximated by rectangles, satisfying the following constraints: 共i兲 the area of the rectangular slice approximation,
A Slice , and area of the rectangular FGT approximation, A FG ,
are the same as the corresponding areas in the original slice;
共ii兲 the side of the rectangular slice approximation in the
chest-nipple direction, d Slice , and the side of the rectangular
FGT approximation in the same direction, d FG , are equal to
the corresponding dimensions in the original slice; and 共iii兲
the distance between the centers of gravity of the rectangular
slice approximation and the rectangular FGT approximation
is the same as the corresponding distance in the original
slice. This constraint is not used for deformation of the slice
through the nipple, because it may produce a rectangular
approximation of the FGT region protruding outside of the
slice. Instead, the FGT region is positioned so that it touches
the nipple side of the rectangular approximation of the whole
slice.
Using these constraints, the dimensions and relative positions of the rectangular slice and FGT approximation are
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computed. An example of a slice through the nipple is illustrated in Fig. 7.

2. Slice deformation via a composite beam model
The approximating rectangles preserve the elastic properties of the corresponding slice regions. The elastic properties
of the AT and FGT regions are modeled by linear Young’s
moduli, E A and E FG , respectively. This rectangular slice approximation can be treated as a composite 2D elastic beam,
positioned between two bars corresponding to slices through
the compression plates. Deformation is estimated by applying a force to the compression plates which in turn deforms
the composite beam. It is assumed that 共i兲 the slice thickness
is much smaller than the sides of the approximating rectangles and 共ii兲 during the compression, the slice stays in the
same plane as before compression. The latter assumption is
based on the fact that in reality slices of tissue are not compressed independently; the neighboring tissue 共above or below兲 partially confine the slice to a plane. Slices in the planes
above or below the nipple level do not have initial contact
with the compression plates. It is assumed that all slices deform with the same strain value which is equal to the strain
of the slice in the nipple level:
Nipple
⑀ Slice⫽ ⑀ Slice
⫽

new
w RecSlice
⌬w RecSlice
w Compress
⫽1⫺ old
⫽1⫺
,
w RecSlice
w RecSlice
w Relax
共4兲
Nipple
⑀ Slice

represent strain for any slice and
where ⑀ Slice and
old
strain for the slice in the nipple level, respectively; w RecSlice
new
and w RecSlice represent size of the rectangular approximation
normal to the compression plates, before and after compression, respectively; w Relax and w Compress represent breast thickness before and after compression, respectively. The intensity of the compression force is included indirectly, by
specifying the thickness of the compressed breast. Since a
linear model of tissue elasticity is used, only the ratio of
Young’s moduli for the AT and FGT region is needed to
estimate slice deformation.
The stress in the rectangular FGT region,  R 2 , is the same
as the stresses  R 1 and  R 3 in the parts of the rectangular AT
region with thickness w R 1 and w R 3 ,

 R1⫽  R2⫽  R3.

共5兲

Replacing  i by E i ⑀ i , from Eq. 共1兲, the strain in the rectangular FGT approximation is calculated as:

⑀ R2⫽

EA
⑀ .
E FG R 1

共6兲

The ratio E A /E FG is computed based upon the relationship
between the bulk elastic moduli, tissue density, and velocity
of sound propagation through the tissue. Measured values of
the velocity of sound in samples of adipose and fibroglandular tissue are v A ⫽1470 m/s and v FG⫽1545 m/s,
respectively.23 Densities of the adipose and fibroglandular
tissue are  A ⫽930 kg/m3 and  FG⫽1040 kg/m3,
respectively.28 Using Eq. 共3兲, gives
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002
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 A v A2
EA
KA
⬇
⬇
⫽0.81.
2
E FG K FG  FGv FG

共7兲

Finally, there is a relationship between the strains in different parts of the rectangular slice approximation, since:
⌬w L ⫽⌬w R 1 ⫹⌬w R 2 ⫹⌬w R 3 ,

共8兲

which after dividing by w L and using the fact that ⑀ R 1 ⫽ ⑀ R 3
due to symmetry, yields

⑀ L⫽ ⑀ R1

w R 1 ⫹w R 3
wL

⫹ ⑀ R2

w R2
wL

共9兲

.

Equations 共4兲, 共6兲, and 共9兲 yield dimensions of the rectangular slice and FGT region normal to the compression plates
new
new
and w RecFG
, respectively:
after the compression, w RecSlice
new
⫽w L 共 1⫺ ⑀ L 兲 ,
w RecSlice

new
w RecFG
⫽w R 2 共 1⫺ ⑀ R 2 兲 .

共10兲

Assuming that the areas of the rectangular slice and FGT
region, A Slice and A FG , stay the same before and after compression, we can compute the dimension of the rectangular
slice and FGT approximation in the chest-nipple direction
new
new
and d RecFG
, respectively:
after compression, d RecSlice
new
⫽
d RecSlice

A Slice
new
w RecSlice

,

new
d RecFG
⫽

A FG
new
w RecFG

.

共11兲

3. Compressed slice from the deformed
rectangular approximation
The final step of the slice deformation modeling is the
computation of the compressed breast slice from its deformed rectangular approximation. The compressed breast
does not have an ellipsoidal but rather a flattened shape.26,29
The thickness of the compressed breast is constant and equal
to the distance between the compression plates, w Compress,
everywhere except in a narrow region close to the front edge
of the breast. Analysis of that region on a mammogram was
used to estimate the breast thickness directly from
mammograms.30 To achieve a realistic shape of the compressed breast slice, a correction was applied to the model.31
This correction assumes that the deformed breast slice consists of a rectangle positioned at the chest wall side, and a
semiellipse attached to the rectangle, extending forward to
the nipple 共see Fig. 7兲.
Parameters of the deformed rectangle and semiellipse are
computed satisfying the following constraints: 共i兲 the sum of
the rectangular area, A Rectangle, and the semielliptical area,
A Ellipse, is equal to the area of the whole uncompressed slice,
A Slice ; 共ii兲 one side of the rectangle and one axis of the
semiellipse are equal to the distance between the compression plates for the compressed breast, w Compress; and 共iii兲 the
slice region where the thickness is less then w Compress contains 10% of the whole mammogram breast area.30 The described correction for flattening the compressed breast is
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TABLE I. Radii of simulated adipose compartments in the AT and FGT, used
to generate the synthetic mammograms.
Model regions

FIG. 8. Examples of synthetic images with different sizes of tissue model
elements 共i.e., simulated compartments in the AT and FGT兲, which are used
for comparison with clinical mammograms. The images are labeled according to Table I as: 共a兲 ‘‘Small,’’ 共b兲 ‘‘Medium,’’ and 共c兲 ‘‘Large.’’

only used to determine the border of the whole compressed
slice. Deformation of the FGT region is still computed using
the 2D composite beam approximation.
Separate processing of individual model slices is followed
by stacking the deformed slices together to get the 3D compressed breast model. Slices whose relaxed 共noncompressed兲
thickness is less than the compressed breast thickness are not
processed at all; they are assumed to preserve their relaxed
shape. The compressed breast thickness was used instead of
the compression force to compute the deformation of the
breast model slices. The compression force can be calculated
from the difference of the relaxed and compressed breast
thickness and tissue elastic moduli using Hooke’s law. When
computing the force, the values for both the elastic moduli of
the adipose and fibroglandular tissue are needed.
C. X-ray mammogram acquisition model

The x-ray image acquisition model consists of an x-ray
propagation model, which includes attenuation by the breast
tissue and conversion of the x-ray energy into film density,
and a model of mammographic film digitization. In the case
of digital mammography, the film and digitization models
should be replaced by a model of a solid-state x-ray detector
array. The model is adopted from the literature,10 and for
simplicity assumes a monoenergetic x-ray spectrum and a
parallel beam geometry, without scatter.
The mammogram acquisition model relates the spatial
distribution of the x-ray energy imparted to the intensifying
screen, E I , to the mammogram digital values 共after digitization兲, DV, and the linear x-ray attenuation coefficient of tissue,  t :

再

E I 共 x,y 兲 ⫽   ECexp ⫺

冕

z⫽w Compress

z⫽0

冎

 t 共 x,y,z 兲 dz , 共12兲

DV共 x,y 兲 ⫽a⫺b ␥ log10兵 ␤ E I 共 x,y 兲 其 ,
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共13兲

Structure radii

AT 共mm兲

FGT 共mm兲

Small
Medium
Large

2.7– 6.7
4 –10
5.3–13.3

1.3–2.7
2– 4
2.7–5.3

where  represents the quantum efficiency of the screen,  is
the fluence at the entrance to the breast, E the x-ray photon
energy, C is the attenuation factor due to the compression
paddle and grid, w Compress is the compressed breast thickness,
a and b are digitization coefficients, and ␥ and ␤ are the film
gamma and the speed coefficient, respectively. It is assumed
that the digitization output is proportional to optical density,
thus Eqs. 共12兲 and 共13兲 can be simplified so that DV is linearly proportional to the ray sum. The linear x-ray attenuation coefficients of the AT and FGT tissue, taken from the
literature,32 are  AT⫽0.456 cm⫺1 and  FG⫽0.802 cm⫺1, at
20 keV. Further details of the acquisition model are given in
the literature.33
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 8 shows three synthetic mammograms generated
by our simulation. These three images differ in the size of the
simulated medium scale tissue structures. The ranges of adipose compartments radii simulated in the mammograms
共shown in Fig. 8兲 are given in Table I.
It can be noted that the proportions of the breast model,
i.e., vertical to horizontal dimension ratio after compression,
agree with the ‘‘standard breast’’ from Novak,29 defined by
averaging dimensions of 27 compressed breasts. Dimensions
of the breast model are smaller than the ‘‘standard breast’’ by
approximately 15%.
The synthetic mammograms were printed on film 共AGFA
LR5200, AGFA-Gevaert, Belgium兲 lifesize, and were shown
to radiologists in the Breast Imaging Center of Thomas Jefferson University. Qualitatively, subregions of synthetic and
clinical images were reported to have similar appearance
when viewed at a distance of 1–2 m. When examined
closely, it was observed that the synthetic images lack blood
vessels and other organized fine tissue structures. In addition,
the borders between the AT and FGT regions in the synthetic
mammograms appeared as a clear, geometrically regular
separation degrading the subjective perception of reality. For
the latter reason, the model was modified by addition of
small random variations to the position of the borders between the compressed AT and FGT phantom regions. This
correction is included in Fig. 8.
As stated in Sec. I, the model for producing the synthetic
mammograms was based upon the hypotheses that the size
and the distribution of simulated 3D tissue elements are similar to those found in the real breasts, and that the 3D tissue
distribution is reflected in the distribution of 2D mammographic structures. In order to evaluate the synthetic images,
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we performed statistical comparisons of several texture descriptors computed in synthetic and clinical mammograms,
including: average size of image objects, texture energy, and
fractal dimension. These descriptors have been previously
used in the literature for the analysis of parenchymal patterns
in mammograms.34 –36 The image objects’ size, analyzed using mathematical morphology, can be related to the size of
the simulated 3D tissue structures. Texture energy and fractal
dimension are sensitive to small scale changes in image intensities, corresponding to fine tissue detail. Details about the
texture analysis of synthetic and clinical mammograms are
given in the accompanying paper.17 Quantitatively, the synthetic mammograms have a similar distribution of values averaged over a large number of clinical mammograms. The
best matching was observed for the synthetic images generated using the simulated adipose compartments with radii of
4 –13.3 mm in the AT regions, and radii of 2.7–5.33 mm and
1.3–2.7 mm in the retroareolar and dense FGT regions,
respectively.17 It is expected that the introduction of detailed
tissue structures in the breast model will enhance the local
variations of synthetic mammograms and the variations in
feature distribution needed to better match real images. In
addition, the simulated ducts and the compression model
were separately evaluated and compared with clinically acquired data.33,37
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A method is described for generating synthetic mammograms using simulations of breast tissue and the mammographic imaging process. A software breast phantom was developed, which contains realistic large and medium scale
tissue structures, derived from an understanding of the macroscopic anatomic tissue organization. Parameters controlling the size and placement of the tissue simulating structures
provide flexibility to generate a large database of synthetic
images with different characteristics. Mammographic imaging is simulated using a compression model and a model of
the x-ray image acquisition. The compression model estimates breast deformation using tissue elasticity parameters
found in the literature and realistic values of compression
force. The synthetic mammograms were generated by a
mammogram acquisition model using a monoenergetic parallel beam approximation, applied to the synthetically compressed breast phantom.
The proposed simulation can be used in analysis of breast
positioning, compression, and image acquisition parameters.
The software breast phantom can be used as a test object for
optimizing mammographic systems or testing novel systems
for 3D reconstruction of breast images. The simulation can
be used for analyzing the correlation between the 3D breast
composition and 2D mammogram characteristics, e.g., the
parenchymal patterns, which can be used for estimation of
the cancer risk.38 Computer algorithms for characterization
of normal breast tissue could be tested on large databases of
normal images with random variations of tissue structures,
generated by the model. Synthetic mammograms with simulated abnormalities or abnormalities extracted from clinical
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 2002
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mammograms could be used for testing algorithms for cancer detection.
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